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INTHE
KITreTþMOFG(f,)
SV DANIEL M, KEERAI.I
Reality as defined by Jesus was in conflict with
the reality defined by ancient society. Yet it was
precisely because the early church lived according
to the divine definition that the,kingdom of God
was a radical element,'in the world. Christians were
not products of sôciety then and must nor be so
1od1y, . fo¡ ,society. .is 'a human' product. ltsinstitutions, acceptable, forrtis, and attitudes are
Iargely construeted. byimân, rtot'God. That is why
the kingdom of God is a,,radical mòvement if it has
not fallen victÍm to thé prócess of socialization
whereby society tends :to fnqld and .derermine,
however subtly at tirnes;:.the våhrès of groups and
individuals within its'sphere of influenie. Secular
society effects a certâin confoçmity of values
,through' various :pressures' and stiuctures such as:
, public'education, civil law, patiiorism, technology,
and'the politico"econolnic'sy$ein. To be a radiðàI, ,
one who câsts 'dóübr rlpoh. soclàþ construi:ted
values, often me¿ns to suffer lorrelinèss and abuse.
Although this is ?lì4r cålling',Q'Timothy 3:t2),
many Christians have foutrt'it inirch easier, with
little' or no cost, to,conf,orm'to the world than to
shape their lives according to the.divine construc-
tion of reality.
That the kingdom of God would be character-
ized by a r¿dical social orientation is suggested as
early as the conception of Jesus by the vlrlin tvtary
who said in her magnificatioÌr,of God, "He hath
".. ,.¡ .
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filled the hungry with good things, and the rich he
hath sent empty awty" (Luke 1:53). Whether or
not this was a prophetic utter¿nce, it summarizes
Jesus' ministry as far as his teachings and personal
instructions regarding the rich and poor âre
concerned. ln fact, it would seem that the central
purpose of Jesus' ministry wâs to bring the gospel
to the poor, for Jesus himself announced this as
the purpose of his being "anointed" (Luke ,S:18).
Later when John the Baptist sent messengers to
inquire whether Jesus was the promised Messiah,
the proof for John was to be that the sick were
being heáled artd "to the poor the gospel is
preached" (Luke 7 :22').
John himself realized this emphasis of the
coming kingdom, for as he prepared the people of
'Israel for the nelv age, he said, "He that hatñ two
coats, let hlm impait to him who has ione; and he
thât hath meat, let him do likewise" (Luke
3:10,11). This was the "fruit worthy of repen-
tance'! (I-uke 3:8) for those who were to accept
d¡e ruler¡híp of the Méssiah. In order to be- a
rccipient of the kingdom, a beneficiary of the
gospel, blessed of God, one was called upon ro
distribute his wealth among those who lacked.
The ministry of Jesus was also for the purpose
of preparing a people for the kingdom, and he
required the same fruit as his forerunner. To the
rich young ruler he said, "Sell all that thou hast,
and distribute unto the póor, and thou shalt have
treasure in heavenf' (Luke IB:221. When the
wealthy tâx collector Zaccheus had made his
commitmént, Jesus declared; "This day is salyation
come to this house" (Luke L9:8,9). It can be
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inferred that Zaccheus had given all after he had
restored four-fold to those from whom he had
taken by fraud, in addition to half his possessions
to be given outright to the poor. Zaccheus had an
infamous reputation for exactinq more tax than
was due, so that by the time he had kept his
promise he was indeed among the ranks of the
poor for whom the kingdom was prepared. The
radical response of Zaccheus indicates that Jesus'
proclamati-on of the gospel incluðed a call for
radical commitment in terms of the re-distribution
of one's wealth. The disciples closest to Jesus were
given this same call, the same "fruit worthy of
repentance" required by John the Baptist. Jesus
instructed his little flock, "Sell that which ye have,
and give alms; make for yourselves purses which
wax not old, a treasure in the heavens that faileth
not" (Luke 12:33'). The rich young ruler, on the
other hand, rejected this kingdom call and was
"sent empty away" (Luke 1:53).
dom were ror the r..$rîtr.î rä?ifl:,:i1î
enter, they were òatled upon to divest therúselves
of their wealth by distributing it to the needy.
That the kingdom belongs to the poor is
specifically mentioned by Jesus in the sermon on
the plain where it is written, "Blessed are ye poor,
fbr you¡s is the kingdom of God" (Luke 6:2O).
Later, James reminded his readers of this fact when
he wrote, "Hath not God chosen the poor of this
world to be rich in faith, and hèirs of the kingdom
which he hath promised to them that love him
Çames 225\? This rryas James' argument in
correcting those in the church who showed
favoritism to rich visitors in the assembly. James
says that it is the poor, not the rich, who are the
very heirs of the kingdom. The rich may not
receive it unless they bear the required fruit and
thereby join the ranks of the poor as Zaccheus, the
rich young ruler, and other disciples of Jesus and
John the Baptist were enjoined to do.
That both the kingdom and its ministry are for
the poor is expressed by Jesus in an interesting set
of instructions concerning the giving of a feast.
"But when thou makest a feast, bid the poor, the
maimed, tlie lame, the blind, and thou shalt be
blessed; because they have not wherewith to
recompense thee, for thou shalt be recompensed in
the resurrection of the just" (Luke l4;L2,I3).
Jesus continues in the same passage by referring to
.the kingdom as ¿ feast and explains that it is for
the same kinds of people that his followers are to
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invite to their fellowship suppers. The rich and
those preoccupied with worldly concerns are not
welcome to the feast of the kingdom (Luke
l4J5-24\.Indeed only the poor can be disciples of
Christ, for the cost of being a disciple requires that
one sell all and distribute unto the poor.
"Whosoever he be of you that forqaketh not all
that he hath, he cannot be my disciple" (Luke
t4t33).
Unless the rich assume the same life style as the
poor, in terms of things possessed, they have no
place at the feast. While the poor are "filled with
good things" in being promised the kingdom end
treasure in heaven, the rich are "sent empty away"
in being refused a place at the banquet table. In the
midst of a hungry, thirsty, crying world, the rich
have chosen to be filled. "Ye have lived delicately
on the earth, and taken your pleasurei ye have
nourished your hearts in a day of slaughter"
$ames 5:5). The rich cannot receive the kingdom
while they console themselves with luxury and
¿bundance in a world of suffering and want. The
rich are truly "sent empty away" i as Jesus says,
"Woe unto you rich, for you have received your
consolation" (Luke 624). In the account of the
rich man and Lazarus, the former is condemned
not for trusting in his wealth but merely for
keeping and enjoying it. This point is summarized
by Clement of Alexandria (circa L9O A.D.) who
wrote, "It is wrong for one to live in luxury while
others are in ïvant" (Instructor II. xiii. 20.3 and ó);
Having sent the rich young ruler "empty tway"
after setting before 'him the demands of the
kingdom, Jõus explains.how utterly impossible it
is for a rich man to enter the kingdom. '!For it is
easier for a camel to go through a needle's eye,
than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of
God" (Matthew 19224). The ensuing conversation
seems, perhaps somewhat indirectly, to reveal how
it is possible for the rich to be saved. "There is no
man who hath left house, or wife, or brethren, or
parents, or children, for the kingdom of God's
sake, who shall not receive manifold more in this
time, and in the world to comé eternal life" (Luke
L829,3o\.In order to find his life one must lose it
(Matthew 10:39). In order for the rich man to be
saved and find true wealth, he must at least lose his
material wealth to those who lack.
b far we have seen that
the message of the kingdom from the beginning of
its proclamation demands ¿ life style of poverty or
subsistence living, not as an end in itself but as the
result of selfless giving to those who lack. John
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instn¡cted his people to keep just enough for
personal warmth and nourishment (Luke 3:1O,11),
and Jesus required his followers to sell all and
disnibùte unto the poor. This is consisrent with
the fact that the gospel and the kingdom are for
the poor according to Jesus' o$rn statements (Luke
4:18i6¡2O).
The idea of a subsistence life style is also to be
inferred from Jesus' definition of abundant giving.It is said that a certain poor widow, who gave to
the hilt, had given more than all those who casr
into the ueasury out of their abundance (Lúke
2l:14). Only if the rich had given also to rhe poinr
ofsubsistence could it have been said that they had
given as much as the widow. Therefore, to "sow
abundantly" (2 Corinthians 9:ó) or to be liberal or
"rich in good works" (1 Timothy ó:18) means to
give all, thus implying a poverty lift style.
Paul also indicates that for themselves Christians
are to be concerned only with maintaining those
possessions which provide simple nourishment and
wermth, life-supportive elements. "But having food
and qovering, in these we shall have enòugh"(1 Timothy 6:8). The writer of Hebrews also en-
courages his readers "to be contefit with such
things as ye have, for he hath said, I will never
leave thee nor forsake thee" (Hebrews 13:5). This
emphasis stands in opposition to attitudes ancient
and modern which encourage and justify the pur-
suit and accumulation of wealth. "Needs" - are
spoken of by James in terms of food and clothing,
nounshment and warmth (James 2:15,16). This
s¿me duality is found'also in the preaching of John
the Baptist (Luke 3:10,11) and the'teiching of
Jesus (Matthew ó:25; 25:3545). The poor are
understood to be those who live according to their
needs, as defined above, rather than according to
their desires or above their needs.
Yet a certain material life style is not in itself
the aim of the Christian but is the actual result of
abundant giving and of perfect love for the lost and
suffering. Paul suggests that a poverry life style is
in imitation of God's own grace. As hè urged the
Corihthians to give for the alleviation of want
among the Jerusalem saints, Paul wrote, "For ye
know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that,
though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became
poor, that ye through his poverty might become
rich" (2 Corinthians 8:9). ln addition to this
example of Christ, Paul held up thè example of the
Macedonians who had given to the point of sub-
sistence. The new Jerusalem church, having re-
ceived God's gracious gift, could do no less than
respond in imitation of that grace. "For as many as
were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and
brought the prices of the things rhar were sold . . .
and distribution was made unto each, according as
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anyone had need" (Acts 4:34,35>. Jesus in the
parable of the merciless sçrvant teaches that he
who is shown God's grace is expected to respond
by extending grace to others (Matthew 18:23-33).
The New Testamenr church could do no less than
follow the example of Jesus in beóoming poor rhar
otheri might be made rich.
The grace of Jesus therefore provides the ration-
ale and the motivation for a subsistence life style.
The teaching which prepared a people for the com-
ing kingdom, continued to be applied after the
kingdom had come and God's grace had been mani-
fested in the death of Jesus. The kingdom life style
then received added impetus, for the precedent of
giving all had been set by Jesus himself, the king.
The apostle John explains that the love of God
does not dwell in the Christian whope material life
style is determined in spite of the poor, for such a
life style does not reflect the mercy of our Lord in
giving himself, his all upon the cross (1 John
3z16,L7l.
Paul writes that one's abundance is a gift of
God's grace which is given not to keep but to dis-
tribute in turn "unto every good work" (2 Corin-
thians 9:8). God supplies and multiplies one's seedin order th¿t it might be sown (2 Corinthians
9:10). He "enriches in everything" for the purpose
of liberal giving, not sumpruous living (2 Cõrin-
thians 9:11). To live a life of luxury in the midst of
lruman misery is to embezzle God's grace. Thefaithful use of God's abundance resulis in one's
having no more than enough. "For it is written, he
th¿t had g¿thered much had no more rhan enough,
and he that had garhered little, had no lack"(2 Corinthians 8:15). The abundance of one is to be
the supply for another's needs (2 Corinthians
8:14), and any other use of one's abuhdance is in
spite of the grace God has shown to him.
The kingdom of Israel was promised to and es-
tablished among the poor of Israel, and the king-
dom can be successful today only as a poor peo-
ple's movement.lryhen middle and upper classes fill
the kingdom without divesting themselves of their
class distinctions, in terms of their possessions,
they defeat th'e ministry of the church by a life
style which mocks the grace of God.
According to the scriptural evidence, it would
seem the kingdom of God on çarrh is intended to
bring about a reversal of the social order.r Those
who are of the lowest class, according to socially
constructed socio-economic values, are given an
exalted place in the kingdom while those esteemed
I See Richard Batey's discussion of the "theology of
reversal" in Jesus and tbe Poor (New York: Harper and
Row, Publisherc, 19721, pp. 18-22.
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in the world in terms of social status, are made
low. In the kingdom the humble are exalted, the
exalted are made low; the poor are blessed, the rich
are cursed; the highest office is that of servant
(Mark 9:35; Matthew 23:12). The last are first and
the first are last. The middle and upper classes of
worldly society can rejoice in the kingdom only
when they fulfill their role as servants in the dis-
tribution of their wealth, for in being made low
they too acquire an exalted place with the poor.
"Let the brother of low estate rejoice in that he is
exalted; but the rich in that he is made low, be-
cäuse as the flower of grass he shall pass away"
(James 1:9,1O).
The very purpose of laboring is itself in order to
permit the laborer to exercise his servant role in
providing for those who are weak and in need. The
former thief is enjoined to work in order to be able
to give to those in need (Ephesians 4:28).If this is
the purpose of his labor, we who are not former
thieves can do no less. Paul also left us his own
example in advocating that just as "these hailds
ministered unto my needs, and to them that were
with me.. . . that so laboring ye ought to help the
weak . . ." (Acts 20ß5). The work ethic then does
not give one the right to enjoy everything he works
for, but lays upon him the obligation to serve and
to distribute the fruits of his labor among those
who lack.
The New Testament church understood its ser-
vant role as the called-out kingdom of God. Its life
style reflected the reception of God's grace, and its
ministry as the saved poor to the lost poor was
realized. The church remained faithful to this mis-
sion for a time, and then like many radical move-
ments, it came to terms with the world and ceased
to be an effective force toward the continued reali-
zation of the kingdom of God.
Into the second century the calling of the Mes-
sianic community with Jesus' definition of reality
was received by Christians with the child-like
naiveté which Jesus requires of those who would
enter the kingdom (Mark 10:13-1ó). Clement of
Rome (circa, 9ó A.D.) said he knew of many who
had sold themselves into slavery in order to use the
money to feed the hungry. Some early saints sold
themselves into bondage in order to ransom others
(Clement's Epistle to tbe Corintbians, 55:2). The
Shepherd of Hermas (circa, 135 A.D.), alluding
perhaps to Jesus' way of salvation for the rich man(Matthew 19:29), said to his readers, "Therefore
instead of fields, purchase afflicted souls, as each is
able. And visit widows and orphans and do not
neglect them. Spend your wealth and all your pos-
sessions on such 'fields and houses'which you re-
ceive from God. For the master made you rich for
this purpose that you might perform these minis-
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tries for him" (Similitudes, I:8f). Hermas under-
stood accurately the servant role of the rich, the
purpose of riches, and the cost of discipleship
which have been discussed.
Another second-century document known as the
Preacbing of Peter contains this admonition:
"Understand then ye rich, that ye are in duty
bound to do service, having received more than ye
yourselves need. Leârn that to others is lacking
that wherein you superabound. Be ashamed of
holding fast what belongs to others. Imitate God's
equity and none shall be poor."2 Possessions in
excess of that which one needs are said to belong
not to the holder but to others who lack. Irenaeus
(circa, 180 A.D.) did not believe Christians were
ob.ligated to tithe but that Jesus made a more
stringent demand. "And instead of the tithes which
the law commanded, the Lord said to divide every-
thing we have with the poor . . . and to be liberal
givers and sharers not only with the good but also
to be liberal givers toward those who take away
our possessions" (Against Heresies, IV, xiv, 3).
Irenaeus understood Jesus' demand of the rich
young ruler to be universal. Clement of Alexandria(circa, 190 A.D.) was outspoken in his under-
standing of kingdom realities. "And it is not right
for pne to live in luxury while others are in want.
How much more glorious is it to do good to many
than to live sumptuously! How much wiser to
spend money on human beings than on jewels and
gold" (Instructor II, xiii, 20.3 and ó). Many other
referencès from the writings of the early post-
apostolic church show that the social radicáliim of
the kingdom was still being adhered to well into
the second century.3
T..church today must
become poor, and it must address itself to the
poor. It must live among the poor in the ghettos
and inner cities. The church must "spend its wealth
and all its possessions on such fields and houses."
For the gospel is for the poor and the kingdom
belongs to them, to the oppressed, the sick, the
suffering, the lost, the humble, the hungry, the
abased, those of low social standing. Instead, the
church has made its company with the rich in the
suburbs. It has said to the rich, "Sit thou here in a
good place," while the poor are left far away in the
inner city and have not even the privilege of sitting
Continued on Page 17
zArthur O. Lovejoy, Tbe Journal of tbe Historyl of
Ideas (Oct. 1942), pp. +61-462.
3 See the chapter entitled, "Early Christian Acts of
Mercy," in Everett Ferguson's Early Chtistians Speak
(Austin: Sweet Publishing, 1971), pp. 207-218.
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ByllilseYaconelli
Tt, has been one of the most frustrating years of
my life. It seems that every time I turn around a
new unresolvable issue raises its ugly head. Unfor-
tunately, the issues are not black and white, but a
very muddled grey. Solutions are hard to come by.
MATERIALISM...
We definitely make more money than we need.
We don't need two cars, five bedrooms, forced air
heating, carpet, drapes or a Mastercharge card. We
could get by on a lot less. Hence, the dilemma. At
what level economically do we live and maintain
our Christian integrity. Is the Christian commit-
ment compatible with a middle or upper class
lifestyle? To be honest, all we have done the past
year is discussed the above questions, changed very
little and felt guilty a lot.
My wife and I attended the N¿tional Youth
tvVorkers Convention. We heard and met Bill and
Jean Milliken and were overwhelmed with guilt.
Our middle-classness made us feel like materialistic,
insensitive clods. During the conventicín, many
alternatives crossed our minds. From selling all and
living in the inner city to establishing some kind of
community with close friends. But in the weeks
that followed, the alternatives became less clear. A
few weeks ago I visited the Millikens in Atlanta for
a few hours and spent half a day at Koinonia
Farms in Americus, Georgia. I was impressed, but
MIKE YACONELLI is a contributing editor to The Witten'
burg Door, published at 8ó1 Sixth Avenue, Suite 411, San
Diego, California. Mission expresses appreciation to Tbe
Door for permission to publish this article.
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realized that such alternatives would be very
difficult for my family and myself.
Sandy and I still live in our middle-class home
with our two cars, three kids and color TV. We are
trying to dematerialize. This Christmas we made
somJof our gifts. We try to watch TV less. We still
feel guilty. Every once in a while, when friends
drop-by, we discuss community type alternatives,
but- thãt's about as far as it goes. The question
remains unanswered. At what material level can the
Christian live today?
THE CHURCH
A few years ago we attended a very small Southern
Baptist- Churðh. its sanctuary was the old fire
staiion. The people were very close, deeply' c9m-
mitted and fiiendly. lt was a real church family'
Then we built a new sanctuary, hired a large
church staff and something happened. I don't
know exactly what, but suddenly the church
calendar was full of meetings, choir practices and
work days. The major thrust from the pulpit
changed from teaching to evangelism.
We moved three years ago to another area. We've
hunted for a church ever since. Nothing' Just a few
months àEo, however, we found a community-
Presbyteriãn Church with a minister and staff
deeply committed to Christ. But as we became
moie' involved, we saw the same unfortunate
pattern devetoping. The church was running four
services on Sunday and the next step wâs 'a new
building. We considered getting involved and trying
to woik for change, but with the membership
made up of mostly middle-age and older, it looked
Continued on Page 18
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Hi¡bical kalitþ¡
and EthicalRe¡potr¡ø
RVJOE BAYLY
Your dilemma is mine, I share your guilt-or is it
just guilt feelings? The world is poor and we are
rich. Our standard of living is luxurious beyond
belief for most of the world's people-inctúaing
most of our brother Christians.
The American inner city is immediately before
our eyes, although the sanitized corridors ïye travel
may keep us from ever seeing it. But impoverished
lndian tribes I have seen in the heart of Brazil,
infested slums in South American cities represent
poverty far beyond Chicago's West Side or rural
Mississippi. And I have only heard of Bangladesh.
I suspect that when you read those words, "or is
it just guilt feelings?" you smell a copout. Maybe it
is, but I think we must distinguish between true
guilt and false, guilt. The "givens" of my life, I
believe, are God-ordained. He created me a white
Anglo-Saxon; no minority group person can make
me feel quilty about that. If he tries, in order to
achieve his ends-Christian or not-he is
unfair leverage.
A white person iri the United States, a black
pcrson in parts of Africa, has an advantage. It's
unfair that he has the advantage, but false guilt is
not the anstiler.
Nor are guilt feelings, imposed by others or
self-imposed, the answer to our. advant¿ges âs
American citizens over most of the rest of the
world. God made us Americans or Canadians in a
period of time when our nations are super-affluent
and relatively free.'I acknowledge God's action in
this, I recognize that there is no good thing in me
or in my fellow Americans to justify such an
aw€some advantage. But it is a given, and I refuse
to be pressured into false guilt over it.
There's a danger in false guilt. I have seen
Christian groups, including large conventions,
swayed by emotional, guilt-arousing presentations
because they were white, because they had bath-
rooms, because their ancestors were immoral. The
effect was cathartic, but an immediate sentimental
movement was all thé action there ever was.
Nobody did anything afterward except go home
and boast about how "open" to another viewpoint
their group had been.
l, ,, not the givens or my
life, but how I respond to them, how I livc within
them, that constitutes my responsibility to God.
And here is where true guilt may come in. But that
guilt or freedom from it must correspond to the
Bible's teaching and the Holy Spirit's enlighten-
ment-not to pressureq of various kinds from
others to conform to a lifestyle they ïvant to
impose.
jesus was poor, but he enjoyed the hospitality
of the relatively affluent Mary-Martha'Laztus
home in Bethany. He had a coat that was worth
enough for soldiers to cast lots for it. Unlike his
ascetic cousin, John, he came "eating and drink-
ing."
I know that's not much of a case, but the point
is that he didn't leave his country for another more
primitive, tribal location, to suffer with the less
fortunate.
Nor does the rest of the New Testament
encourage forsaking the advantages of birth or
country, position or possessions as a general
prerequisite or means to pleasing God. The vow of
poverty was a later ecclesiastical, not New Testa-
usmg
JOE BAYLY is Vice President of Product, David C. Cook
Publishing Company. Mission expresses appreciation to Tbe
Wittenburg Door, 861 Sixth Avenue, Suite 411, San Diego,
California, for permission to publish this article.
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ment, dwelopment.
Jesus did iell the rich young ruler to sell all he
had and give it to the poor. So this is an option,
but it is not the only one, as some would make it.
There is no record that he made a sirnilar require-
ment of Lazarus of Bethany 'or of hiÈ other
relatively afflucnt contemporaries.
Does this mean that I can sit back and relax,
enjoy my possessions without â thought of the
poor in this country; starving people overseas?
Of course qot. I am responsible to feed the
hungry, clòthe the naked, visit prisoners' and
widows and orphans in their distress. My wife and I
need not justify our use of possessions to you or
any other Christian; indeed, we must not, accord-
ing to Jesus' teaching about the right hand not
knowing what the left hand is doing, But we mustjustify it to God.
A couple we know covenanted years ago with
God that since they knew they could.live on th€ir
income at that time, they would give half of any
future salary increases to the.work of JesusChrist. '
And over the years, they have.
. One of England's. top preachers, now retired;
wcnt into the ministry from a successful medical
specialization. Several years later, he and his wife
realized independently that they were really lean:
ing on their savings from that previous medical
practice, so they gave it all zway.
Karl Barth kept his feçt on the ground by going
down to the Basel jail eãch Sunday morning to
preach the Gpspel to the capfives.
God may tell you and your wife, me and my
wife, to give it all away, to take a vow of poverty.
If, he does, I hope we are neither deaf nor
disobedient. (And, incidentally, it would probably
turn out to be an advantagé to our children.)
, But even if he doesn't, I think there's a gradual
dis.possession in the life of a Christian-what A. W.
Tozer called "the blessedness of possessing
nothing." We realize increasingly our stewardship
of everything we "own" for God. ,
Would you or I really be helping poor people by
glirg up our positions and joining a rural com-
mune, or moving to another country? I think not.
Attractive as such a change might sound-without
thinking it through-and problem-solving though it
might seem, it would cripple or halt our ability to
contribute toward the needs of others. Jesus had
çonsiderable to say about investment of money for
productive purposes: "To .whom much is given,
much shall be required." (Of course, I do not speak
of exercising our gifts in a more needy area than
we are at present. Ghetto schools, agricultural
education and medicine in the Third World are an
investment of life itself to consider.)
One other matter related to our money. I think
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Christians may, without thinking, use the Intern¿l
Revenue Service's regulations to determine their
giving, iather than obvious needs that God brings
to their attention. The father who is out of work,
the untnarried mother need our help, even though
that help .is'not t¿x-deductible. We stand or fall to
God, not to the IRS, or'even our church. We must
always be aware of others' needs, where we are,
rather than thinking of doing it by going some-
whère else. The Christian c¿nnot just live for
himself.
Of course, God can strip us of possessions,
health, affluence. Then comes the test of whether
we are content with God alone.
And we may strip ourselves. If you continue to
be uneasy about possessions and materialism, it
may be the voice of God. Listen.and obey. We
ðannot forget that it was thqpoor Jesus said were
blessed.'The rich need a miracle to be saved-like a
camel gôing through a needle's eye. i
lo- 
"borrt the 
lchurch.
We had a similar experience to yours, becoming
part of a sm¿ll bo-dy of believers in Pennsylvania
almost 25 ygars ago. The fellowship was great, we
knew everybody and everybody knew us. Sunday
school classes were held in ¿ cónverted carriage
shed, some in automobiles.
But the church.grew, and it added facilities.
Essentials remain the same, but a lot of the warmth
and family spirit have been lost.
We moved t9 lllinois and are now part of a larger
church. lVe do not find the same family spirit,
although the essentials are the sotn€: Bible-teaching
ministry, good Sunday school, world concern,
corporate worship.
I think each of us, or each family, must find a
church, a group of Christians, to whom we can
comrnit ourselves. We isolate ourselves from Chris-
tian fellowship at the risk of losing out spiritually.
But should church be the sum total of our
experiencè of fellowship? Should it rule our lives
by its program?
I think not. The neighborhood Bible study that
meets on Wednesday morning, of which Mary Lou
is a part, has a significant role in her spiritual
growth and experience of fellowship-even though
it is not related to our church. And the Friday
night Bible study in our home brings a group of
people together with much benefit, including
fellowship.
Continued on page 18
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lVas it only the men who ïvere so united in a com-
munity of love and helpfulness? Nô, the $'omen
wcre 4 vital part.of that eaìrly community. In the
very next chapter of Acts this is made clear by the
fact that Sapphira was held responsible for her own
lack of cofnmunity, for lying.'If her relationshiþ to
God could be only through her husband or if she
must be submissive to him no matter what, as some
claim, then surely it is a malicipus irony that she
had to pay the penaþ.
Something of the way the early church viewed
$'omen can be glimpsed in the gospels. Remember
th¿t the gospels were not wfitten when Jesus was
living-bug somç time.after his death.l¡t¡hile the epi-
sodei Ín Jcsus' life ¿rnd his parables reflect the cdn-
text in which they took plCce, they also reflect the
situation in the church at the time they were writ-
ten. "They not only:rçflect the daily life of Pales-
tinc but they also reflect the ¿udience, the impor-
tant constituencíes of women and men w.ho shaped
thc . . . primitive Christian congregations.t's [,iost
likely thcy formed the educational curriculum, and
each w¿s tryritten for a particular purpose. One of
ihè é¿ln themes of Matîhew, for instänce, was'rhe
Jcwishness.of Jesus and the sress on the idea that
the new faith had a vit¿l heritage in Judaism. Luke
was wfitten ai least partially 1o combat Gnostic
hercsies that had arisen in the church; but he alsó
shovs particularly by the very selection of his ma-
terial an interesi.in the role of women and'some-
tling of the position they enjoyed. Luke is cer-
tainly not the only one of the writers to do so, but
he does seem to.'reveal a deep sensitivþ to wo-
men's needs and interests.
Thc most striking example of this is in what are celled
thc "pairing parebles".... In the dcscription of.
Jcsul' ministry of hcaling, Lukc juxtaposes the hcal-
ing of e man (the centurion slave: 7:2-lO) with the
healing of e women (reising from thc dead of a
widow's sonr 7:11.12). Later. on, the parablc of the
Good Scmarit¿n is dirccted towerd men (10:29-37),
and juxteposcd to the story about Mary and Martha,
dirccted towerd ntomen (10:3842). . . . Luke couples
the pareblc of the man and thc lost eheep (15:3-7)
with th¿t of the woman and thc lost coin (15:8-1O).
ln eech case of m¿lefemele pairing, both illustrations
mekc the same point about the neture of the King-
dom and both carry the same messagç ¿bout the
opennGss of the Kingdom to pieviously excludcd
groups. Other than as a pedagogicel dçvice for repeti-
tion, therc is no apparent rear¡on for stetin! the same
psss¡gc twice except to choÖse cxamples that would
makc the {nessage clearly understandable-to diffcrentgroups-thè female and the male listenen.f
It can be noted further that throughout Acts
Luke mentions specific women who fþred promi-
nently in the life of the church. At Antioch many
of the Jews became incensed that Paul was speak-
ing to the Gentiles and that many joyfully ac-
cepted the word of the Lord. They purposefully
set. up opposition to Paul and among those to
whom they deliberately,went ïvere "the women of
standing who were worshippers" (Acts 13:50).
This would indicate that they realized that the
$romen had the influence they needed to squelch
the conversion of Gentiles.' 
The very fact that Paul included.women in his
persecution of the church before he embraced
Jezus Christ suggests that they must have been
openly active. One writer remarks concerning this:
....when he made his way into house after houseof
thc nêw Christian sect, hÊ carried awey women as
well as men and committcd thcm to prison, which
' shows he realized that they were active in the propa-
gation of tl¡e ncw faith and hence dangerous; li is
surprising that he considered it necessary, bcceuse
ïyomen rirere not held responsible ln Hebrew wonhip.
So he understood that in thc Christi¿n faith women
. had a different .role fróm that hcld in the Jewish
faith.?
Special attention is drawn to Phoebe, who seems
to have had a special ministry in the church. Othêr
groups, such as widows, had appointed places'and
specific duties within the church stnrcture.. Evi-
dence seems to support the idca that in the first
postiApoltolic generation there ïvere $romen in
leadership roles. It was not until some years later
that there was a
return to I pagan Greco-Roman.culture that brought
about ¿ returi to a low evaiultion of woman. . . .
Lcadership took on the . . . character.of patriarchel
domination lnste¿d of the Christian ideal of humble
service. ïltomèn were turncd out of professions end
trades, and they were alÉo turncd out of the senrice of
the Church.E
PAUL
Paul has certainly been a "thorn in the flesh" for
rryomen; but it just may be that Paul has been as
malþed as the women who have suffered because
6 tbid.,
of Jesus
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of what others have construed from Paul's state-
ments. At heart Paul was not a misogynist nor was
he "the founder of an agelong conspiracy to deny
women their rights."e Even if Paul held all the
views generally attributed to him, it may be that
"he would have been nothing more sinister than a
child of his own age."to We must confess on.his
behalf that whatever his weaknesses or inconsisten-
cies may have been, Paul was truly motivated by a
deep and profound love of the church and a con-
cern for its influence on the society of his day.
Because space does not permit and because so
many others have done so,rr we shall not here
attempt a detailed analysis of those passages of
Paul that seem to be so at the he¿rt of the matter
of women's stâtus in the church and her position in
marriage. Rather, we will consider briefly Paul's
background and times, his personal dealings with
women, his most basic concepts of the nature of
redemption and life in Christ, the cultural milieu in
which he was writing and the situation within the
churches to whom he was writing. Perhaps this will
enable the reader to put his statements into a
framework and context that will make them more
easily understood.
It is significant to note, first of all, that Paul
counted many deaoted and committed women
among bis close friends. He was unitinting in his
praise of them, unapologetically called them his
"fellow workers," sent greetings to them, ex-
pressed his admiration of them, stayed in their
homes, and worshipped in their "house-churches."
Of Euodias and Syntyche, he said,"They worked
side by side with me in telling the Good News to
others, and they worked with Clement, too, and
the rest of my fellow workers"' (Philippians
4:2-3 LB).t2 It was to women he first spoke on his
missionary tour into Macedonia (Acts 16:9-15).
Lydia, who headed the group, certainly did not fit
Paul's image of the Jewish feminine stereotype,
either in role or personality. She was a business
woman, highly intelligent, apparently knowledge-
able about religious matters, and unafraid to ask
eG. B. Caird, "Paul and Women's Liberty," The John
Rylands Library Bulletin, p.268.
to lbid., p. 269 .ll See Thomas E. Kemp, "Putting \{oman in her Place,"
Mission (May, 1974) pp. 324-3281Norman Parks, op. cit.,
pp.ll4-122; Harry Emerson Fosdick, A Guide to
Understanding the Bible (New York: Harper & Row, 1938),
pp. 127-l3O; Letha Scanzoni and Nancy Hardesty, All
We're Meant To Be (Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1974)
pp.3O-37, 60-72, 98-105; Consrance Pewey, op. cit.,
pp. r23-r37.
12See Romans 1ó:1-1ó; Philippians 4:2-3; Acts 16:3-4;
18; 1 Corinthians 1ó:11, 18-19.
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men to stay in her home. There is no hint that Paul
tried to "put her in her place."
Among Paul's most intimate friends were Pris-
cilla and Aquila, a married couple working together
in the service of the church. Priscill¿ was a woman
who shared with her husband in every way. They
were in business' together and Paul even joined
them in that. Together they taught others and to-
gether they risked their lives for him. With them he
enjoyed the perquisites of home life. It is incon-
ceivable to imagine that Paul would have
demanded that she consult her husband on matters
of religion; and there is surely no record that he
ever rebuked her for being unqomanly.
How then does one explain those places where
his prohibitions weigh so heavily upon women?
Tbere seems to be an ambiaalence in Paul's øtti-
tudes toward women and be often struggles witb it.
While speaking gratefully of individual women, en-joying a rew¿rding'fellowship with them, and
knowing intinlately a couple who had developed a
mutual and loving partnership in marriage, he
could at the same time, when discussing the man-
woman relationship, speak "his inherited rather
than his Christian conviction."r3 While living with
his own deeply ingrained view of women as inher-
ently inferior and necessarily subordinate, his mind
was at the same time wrestling with his new Chris-
tian understandings of freedom and equality in
Christ.la To concede this quality in Paul should
not be surprising or upsetting. After all, he had
been reared in the strict Pharisaic tradition and had
been trained by famous rabbis. His persecution ac-
tivities attest to the strength of his convictions. A
life-time of learning and conditioning did not just
var¡ish when he became a follower of Jesus Christ.
He had to learn just as each of us has had to learn
how to translate new understandings into the stuff
of his life, to put theory into practice, to see spiri-
tual understandings in social dimensions.
Like many other men of genius, he found it difficult
to adapt his social thought to conform with his radi-
cally neui theology. This is precisely the problem he is
up against in relation to women in the Corinthian
congregation. ls
Paul was limited not only by the practical Situation
which he faced but by the ideas which he had in-
herited. He never resolved the conflict between the
13Georgia Harkness, Women in Cburcb and Society
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1972), p. 7t.
r4Terrien, op. cit., p. 330, suggests that the divergent
views of Jesus and Paul could have stemmed from their
exposure to conflicting schools of rabinnic thought on this
subject.
rs Parvey, op. cit., p. 123.
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larger vision of womanhood which he saw and the
acã¡al status of woman as man's inferior.16
To such gre¿t love and mighty service much can be
forgiven and overlooked. . . . In important resPects
the apostle is a man of grcater spirit and outlook than
is in¿licated by his custorn-bound opinions.lT
Here is ¿ case where ai early Christian's understand-
ing of the will of God needs to be corrccted by thc.
further light which God has causcd to break forth
from his holy rrVord.tE
lVe see exactly the same problem with Peter
when he refused to eat with the Gentile Christians.
Nothing couid have been clearer than his vision
indicating that foods were.no longer to be consid-
ered unclean and, more importantly, that the Gen-
tiles were indeed to be grant€d entrance into the
Kingdom. He had witnessed the Holy Spirit coming
upon rhem; he had immediately realized that the
spiritual statüs involved concrete action, the need
for social integration. Later, though, when the
Judaizers came, he was afraid and pulled back so as
not to offend. It was then that Paul had to con-
front him to his face and tell him th¿t he was
wrong. Peter knew the will of God in this instance
and felt without question that he had been guided
by the Holy Spirit. Yet, when it came to the da¡
to-day application in specific circumstances, he
found himself in a tension.
Some of Paul's most exaltcd concepts concern-
ing life "in Christ" (one of his favorite expressions)
aré pertinent at this point and necess¿ry as a.fr¿me-
work for understanding more specific stat€ments
of acceptable conduct. Paul's passion for freedom
underlies much of bís uriting-both doctíùal and
prøcticdl. "You were called to be free men," he
says in Galatians 5:13. ln both Romans and Gala-
tians he shows the futility of the Law in changing
human lives and effecting justification and the in-
adequacy of a legalistic approach to God.
For all alike have sinned, and are deprived of the
divine splendour, and all are justified by God's free
grace alone, through his act of liberation in the per-
law died to the law, that t ríight live to God. I have
bcen crucified with Christ; it is not longer I who livc,
but Christ who lives in me; and the life I now livc in
the flesh t tive by faith in the Son of God, who loied
me and gave himself for me. I do not nullify the grace
of God; for if justification were through the law, then
Christ died to no purpose. Galatians 2¡18-21 RSV
It is import¿nt to see that it is in this context
that he makes the magnificent declaration of spirit-
ual insight that should have had far-reaching con-
sequences for women:
For all those who heve become one with Christ
through baptism ere, as it were, clothed with the life
of Christ. Because your connection with Christ m¿kes
you one with.cach other, in your socicty there can be
no Jew or Greck, no sleve or frec men, no male and
female. Galatians 3227'28 Berclay
Here Paul transcends custom, prejudice, current
mores, pafticular church problems and inherited
beliefs. "He reached the climax of his religious ex'
periénce, to the height of recognizing that sexual
distinctions are absolutely meaningless in the ser-
vice of Christ."re The imprisonments of the cen-
turies and the enslavements of sin have been
broken through, "for as many of you as were bap-
tized into Christ, have put on Christ." You are
children of God. You are in Christ; Christ is in you.
A new Spirit has changed your hearts, you have
new clothes. Superficial walls of separation have
been broken down, alienation has been overcome,
social stigmas and særeotypes have been destroyed.
Paul is not saying that individuals give up their
identity, deny their'sexual classificetion or racial
' heritage pr lose their individuality in their union
with Christ and with each other in the mutuality of
çommunity. This is not a Gnostic statement. "The
sexuality of men and women is not eresed with
membership in Christ. What is changed is that sexu'
ally determined barriers that once kept women ¿nd
mén from being a cornmunity of equals. . . have
been eliminated."2o In terms of Kingdom ethics all
the rcgulations that defined these major social divi-
sions became meaningless. "People who pr.eviously
had been subordinated by the law will now liv.e in
cgoPe1{ion and reciprociçy."2t Paul understood
that this would demano cñanges in prevailing cus-
toms or he would not have confrohttd Petefas he
did nor would he have been so zealous in his minis-
try tp the Gentiles. The dichotomy in each case
must be worked out in the social dimensions of
community life. It was only when chang€s oc-
' te Elton Trueblood, Tbe Future of tbe Cbtisti¿z (Ncw
York: Harper & Row, l97ll, p, 33.
æParvey, op. cit,, p, 134.
2r tbid., p. 133.
son of Jesus Christ. Romans 3:23-24 NEB
He is so upset by the Galatians who have allowed
themselves to be led back into the slavery of legal-
ism that he says, "I am at my wits'end about you"(4:2O NEB). As he tries to persuade them, he
makes one of his most sublime affirmations of
faith:
tf I build up again those things which I tore down,
thcn I provc myself a transgressor. For I through the
, f! roøictr, op. cit., p. t28.
. r7 Intetpre'tei's Biblà, Vol. 10, p. 129.
rE Intetpreter's Bible, YoL 2, pp. 4016407 .
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curred too rapidly ¿nd disorder resulted that P¿ul
reverted to his traditional arguments of law, ac-
commodation and authority.
Not only does this new age mirror the pre-fall
images, it goes beyond that: "if anyone is in Christ,
he is a ne\,v creation" (2 Corinthians 5:17).
Like facets of a diamond, the members are to reflect
the beauty of the Christ-life, each from his own angle.
The oneness of the Christians with Christ and with
, each other was organic and vital, and there was diver-
sity in unity as well as unity in diversity. The unity of
. the faith . . . consisted in equality of status before
God and a oneness of purpose to bear the cross of
Christ that expressed itself in as many^_ways as there
were persons and circumstances of life.22
Here we are introduced to ønotber of tbe princi-
ples by whicb bodyJife is to be canied on: ". . . d
neu sense of tbe interdependence of tbe body ín
Christ... wbere no part of tbe body is,subordi.-
nated to any otber and eacb is essential to tbe
wbole.'23 Indeed, in the First Corinthian letter
this is one of the appeals that he makes to bring
harmony out of the disharmony. Selfish individual-
ism is to give way to a community spirit of oneness
in Christ Jesus.
To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for
the common good . . . . God has so adjusted the
body, . . . that there may be no discord in the body,
but that the members may have the same care for one
another. If one member suffers, all suffer together; if
one member is honored, åiiiffiî:ffflrru_ru *r'
The entire Ephesian letter is a glorious celebration
of the church. All the wãy through Paul sees it as a
living, vital organism, a fellowship of mutual shar-
ing, every part being essential to the other.
Let us speak the truth in love; !o shall we fully grow
up into Christ. He is rhe head, and on him the whole
body depends. Bonded and knit together by every
constituent joint, the whole frame grows through the
due activity of each part, and builds itself up in love.
Ephesians 4r15-1ó NEB
After speaking in profound theological rerms, in
his usual way Paul then illustrates how doctrines
and concepts find issue in day-to-day living. It is in
this setting that one understands the marit¿l rela-
'tionship as it is discussed in chapter five.
When Paul bas to turn to tbe solutio.ns of aery
real ønd distryrbing problems ønd wben be høs to
wrestle with the implications of bis ideals, pro-
priety, prudence and decorum seem to be at tbe
base of bis concern rather tban tbe stamping of
patterns tbat uould be aølid for all future eros and
cultures. He did not want outsiders icandalized and
hindered in their response to the Gospel.
The instructions of the New Testament that irritate
women today were necessitated by real life sina-
tions . . . . Paul was helping churches in a pagan world
to see that those who believed in Jcsus were to have
conduct worthy of the Gospel. And one of the thin¡¡s
that most impressed the first ceitury world was thc
honor and chastity within the Christian home and thc
integrity of interpersonal relationships.a
THE CORINTHIAN CHURCH
If ever it were necessary to understand the situa-
tion to which a person spoke, it is in Paul's lctters
to the Corinthian church. His concern with them is
not with ihe women but with a whole cluster of
difficulties that have led to turmoil and bre¿kdown
in the functioning of the congregation. The un-
becoming conduct of the women is just one part of
the general picture. They had grouped into parties,
and it is likely that the various problems refleced
the party to which the groups claimed allegiance.
On the one hand there were the Gnostics who were
denying sexual and marital relationships and at-
tempting to live Platonically, while at the orher
extreme there were the libertines who had taken
the ideas of Christian freedom to unjustifiable and
selfish extremes. There was sexual immorality,
problems with food offered to idols, chaos sur-
rounding the Lord's Supper, the denial of the
Resurrection, those who were preoccupied with
their private ecstasies, considering themselves su-
perior to others, and quarrels being setled in pagan
courts. In short, they were disorderly, clearly out-
of-line, unacceptable in their behavior. Paul was
upset with them.
He gave some specific guidelines for the solu-
tions and for restoring order and spirituality to the
congregation: "make love your aim" (14:1); "let
no one seek his own good" (LO:24'); "let all things
be done for edification" (7426); "all things should
be done decently and in order" (14:40); "do all to
the glory of God" (10:31); "give no offense to
Jews or to Greeks or to the church of God"(lO:32). Quite in opposition to his arguments
against legalism in Galatians, he Sometimes reverts
to his appeal to law; but he does not make that the
final word. He admits that some of what he says is
not directly from God but his own best judgment
in view of the circumstances. He affirms his cschat-
ological expectation that the return of Jesus was
22 Interpreter's Bibte, Vol. 10, p. 52O.
23 Parvey, op. cit., p. I27.
14 .1.:14
u Gladys Hunt, rVs. Meøns Myself (Ncw York: Bantam
Books, 1972),p.22.
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¿nd treaçs husbands and.wives as completêly equal
'' '(üssj' }-ir.'surely this s*ys sornething of'Paults
deeper tinderstandings.
' One bf '"the moit "conuoversi¿l 'passages, of
èbtifse, ii'i Corinthiarts 11; in which the veil is
discussed: "Nowhþre is Paul more human or moie
like ourselves' than in this confused eide¿vor to
hêimonize a spirítual ideal with an actual situation
pluS an ihveteiate set of inherited ideas conòerhing
, it.u21 Apparently, he is so upsit that, in perfectly
, noímal fájhion for such circumstances, he uses the
' ' : most extrbme ai'gumentó he can think of to bolster
his position.'Then, he turns right around and tears
mosi of them down. One'need not be able to fol-
low hi¡ contortive reasoning ñor understand each
argument to see his major emphasis and most
salient points.
' the earlicst days of the church ) u)omen in Corintb
were participøting in tbe worsbip. Tbey were
speaking in the assembly and Paul does not forbid
tbem..
2. He rcçognizes bimself thøt bis argument from
ûedtion is faulty and fortbrisbtly affirms tbe
equølity of rnen and womenr "in Christ's fellow-
' ship wot4ân is as es$ential to man ¿s man.to lvo-
ßcútð,op. çit., p,2;76. . . .
% tnerpîeler's' Èible;.V'ol;'10, p. 7ó.
27 Fosdick, op. cit., p, 129.
filtAV;'lÉi?6- :' ':
sexually,distracting. It must be ganted that Paul's
sincere concern'was for the reputations of both. the
Christian çommunity and the individual women.
Speaking and prayinþ were acceptable if done with
pioprigçy.;Strqnge that we do not think about veils
at all today. Thej¿were cultural.
. It is interestiñg,ihat r¡/e in the Church of Christ
have rejected ¡he applicability to the 20th century
church'of ahnçst the entire fourteenth chapter
except for the t.wo verses that may not have èven
been in the original manuscript.2e We who claim.
boldly to have restóred New Testament patterns do
not follow Paul's order of worship' "When you
come togethet, eacb one hæ a hymn, a lesson, a
revelation, a tongue, or an interpretation. Let all
things be done for edification" (vs. 2ó RSV). What
a service we'd have if we did that! \ile have denied
vigorously the validity of ecstatic speaking and
interpreting and any present-day need for spiritual
gifts. fhe ðasuistry by which they are rejected is as
irnniinent; hence, concerns should be centered on man. If woman w¿s made out of man, it is through
woman that inan now comes to be; and God is the
source of ¿ll" (vss. 11-12 NEB).
3. Although current interpretations of this
scripture focus on every othçr detail, Pøul is con'
cemeà almost to tbe point of being frøntic ønd
certainly to tbè point of being dogmatic about tbe
aeil.
He would not haire understood modern Christians
who almost unanimously disregard this injunction as
cultural whilC clinging to silence for women; because
æ Scanzoni and Hardesty ,op. cit., p. 65. . . - .
2e Interpreter's Bible, Vol. 10,'p. 213. "The Bezan codex,:. ì : t:(d) and rél¿ted rrVestern MSS have vss. 34-35 at the close of. ' ':'
the chapter-which suggests that they have have originated
as a marginal gløs and were inserted into the text .a'Í .. . 
.:':
different places. This is the conclusion of many
commentetors."
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intense as that which keeps women forever
silenced. The suggestions concerning singing and
praying with the spirit and the mind are often
taken out of context as the basis forsermons. The
final injunction th¿t "all be done decently and in
order" (vs. 40), though certainly a sensible crite-
rion, is used to squelch any ectivity with which an
elder or a preacher may disagree.
The problem tbøt Paul is addressing here is
disorder in tbe worsbip. What seems to have
happened is that the initial enthusiasm of their new
f¿ith and freedom had run to exce$s. Perhaps as
iome have suggested these were assemblies devoted
expressly to the exercising of spiritual gifts.3o
Perhaps wives were interrupting husbands who
were in ecstasy or interpretation. This would
certainly have been unseemly from the standpoint
of decorum and also because most of them would
have been illiterate and uneducated. Perhaps ques-
tions were being asked that would have been more
appropriate for teaching occasions. Perhaps Paul
\ry¿s even questioning the authenticity of some of
the tongue-speaking. It is evident that the Gnostics
\ryere a big part of the problem. They laid claim to
a special gift of saving knowledge that was ob-
tained in secret cults. Carried away by their
"higher knowledge," their preoccupation was indi-
vidualistic and self-centered. "Because they be-
lieved they were acting on the insuuctions directed
by the divine spirit-possession within them, they
considered themselves superior to others, and thus
considered their action independent of any human
judgments, criticisms or control."3r Perhaps the
women, sepa.rated into their own corner, had
become bored because they did not know what
was going on and so were chattering idly, stopping
to interrupt from time to time. Whatever the
precipitating causes, the Corinthians had grown
much too exuberant. There was extraneous, pur-
poseless and disruptive speaking going on.
The word for "speak" herc is used twenty-four times
in the chapter. Everybody. . . secmingly wanted to
speak . . . . The word ðocs not meaî a formal lecrure,
exhortation, or teaching, but simply talking, idle talk
or chatter. It is used of the women in I Timothy
5:13 who are also described as "idlers. . . gossips and
busybodies."32
So it follows that Paul appeals to their life together
in Christ as opposed to private pursuits that tended
to isolate ¿nd to order and dignity, not formality
or chaos, in worship. If one insists on taking the
admonition to silence in this situation as an
unchanging law for all times, then he must bear the
burden of harmonizing it with wh¿t Paul says
elsewhere, with his own friendships and co-l¿bors
with women, and with the thrust of his major
teachings about relationships "in Christ."
HUSBANDS AND WIVES
If doubt about Paul's view of marriage has been
engendered by other passages, Ephesians 5 should
forever erase that, "for no man who had a low view
of the husband-wife relationship would have used
it as symbolic image reflecting the relationship
between Christ and the church."33 While lovely
sermons have been preached on the analogy be-
tween husband and wife and Christ and the church,
they have usually left the woman in a subservient,
subjective position. However, instead of putting
the divine stamp of approval on a hierarchal
structure in marriage, this beautiful passage doesjust the opposite. It "provides the atmosphere in
which a new. and thoroughly Christian ideal of
marriage can grow."3a It would eaentually break
the back of patiarchy.
The main emphasis in this discourse is not
marriage or the wifers subjection to her husband
but what Paul calls "the great mystery" (i.c., the
profound spiritual truth) of the relationship of love
between Christ and the church. Paul uses â
common teaching device. Just as Jesus did in the
parables, he takès a known cultural form as an
analogy for his lesson. However, as one writer has
suggested, in this instance the illustration became
more importânt than the original point. it gives
Paul the opportunity to infuse into the marriage
relationship a new thing: a love whose source \ntas
Jesus Christ. Both Christians who had been Jews
and those who had come from paganism would
have known about subjection and obedience; if
that had been the point, it would have been
irrelevant here. But Paul is saying something
different-profoundly,different-with dynamic
potential for decided change and elevated outlook.
. . . ¿ husband is to love his wife to the extent of
Christ's sacrificial love for the church-even to the
point of giving himself up for her! Husbands are told
to love their wives as their very own flesh. Both
husbands and wives are told to be submissive to onc
another in the realization that all Christians should be
subject to one another.3s
There must have been men who read that who said,
just as the apostles did to Jesus, "If this is the way
t0¡ohn McRay, "spiritual Gifts in First Century
Worship," Intergrity, January, 1972,p. lO8.
3r Parvey, op. cit., p. t24.
32 scanzoni and Hardesty , op. cit., p. 68.
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33David Mace, Tbe Christian Response to the Sexuøl
Reoolution (Nashville, Abingdon Press, 1970), p. 3ó.
s Hardesty and Scanzoni, op, cit., p.99.
3s lbid.
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If it is berween a man and his wife, it is better not to
marry" (Matthew 19:10 LB).
Both in Ephesians and in Colossians (3:1-19)
Paul couches his descriptions of family relation-
ships in terms of the newness of life in Christ and a
new principle of relating to eachrother. The idea of
"headship" is transformed as it is related to
Christ's headship over the church. It is not authori-
terianism. or rulèrship but rather "the source of its
life, making it an organic, living unity that is fed
and nourished by his constant giving."3ó How
different the response of the wife. She can now
give freely in joy-and delight because the husband
takes his cue from Christ, not as a dictator but as
one who spar€s nothing in outgoing, selfless love.
Under the gospel mutual subjection is inseparabie
from true love. Love of another means accepting that
òther as a person. . . not a meie object. One created
in the image of God, with Bowers of self-detcrinina-
tion, free to say "Yes" ¿nd to say "No." A love union
involves an "I will" on both sides. A free "Yes" is
never produced by tyrannical power. It comes only by
wooing and by gracc. And wooing is a form of
submission.s?
Surely modern family life places demands upon
mutuality of subjection greater than ever before
and surely a concept leads back t9 th: recovery of
marriage as God intended it in the beginning:
: .. . a relationship between two human beings who
willingly join themselves together, each investing all
that he or she is and has in the new social unit. . .
something alive and exciting and on the movc, as cach
givcs and receives f¡om the other in a continuous
exchange of Christ's love."38
Rather than depreciating Paul for the first-
Çentury teacher th¿t he surely was, "a'true historicjudgment must applaud him for ideas ahead of his
time;n'ar for those credtive insights whose leaven
would bring about true estimates of pe¡sonhood.
"lt should not be such a strange idea for us that
the full consequences of the new life in Christ are
not immediat-ely drawn and applied."4o lr is far
. str¿nger and reprehensible that in t$renty centuries
we have done little better.
A loving God created persons of dignity and
equal worth. Jesus recreated, set the tone and gave
the poïyer. Paul initiated the movement. How
sh¿mefully we have let the cutting edge of the
gospel rust with disuse ! fim\
%tbid.
37 Interpreter's Bible, Vol. 1o, p.719.
sHardesty and Scanzoni, op. cit., pp. 92, 1o1.
3e Fosdick, op, cit., p. 129.{Krist.. Stcndahl, The Bible and tbe Role of Women,
tr. Emilie T. Sander (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 19óó),
P.33.
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Continued from page 6
at our feet. The charge of James applies to the
:hlt* today: "Ye have despised the poor" (James2:3,6).
. Today the church is composed of a social class
rùhich was never invited to the feast and which was
not. intended to rçceive the kingdom. The rightful
heirs of the kingdom and true objects of the
'church's ministry are shut out by distance and
"good taste." The odors and filth of the poor are
not çomplimentary of the fine halls which give
worldly status to the church. The church has shut
out the poor and is itself shut out of the feast of
the kingdom. The church lacks mercy and this
poverty condemns it. The church thanks God for
Ler rióhes and does not know th¿t she is "thê
wretched one and miserable and poor and blind
and naked" (Rêvelation 3:I7').
In order for Christians to realize the kingdom of
God within tþemselves, they must "bring forth
fruit worthy of repentance." Those who have two
coats and more fpod than they need must give to
those who l¿ck. If the church rejects this call, the
Christ will send it "empty away." [n turn, the de-
mand Jesus made of the rich young ruler and of
Zaccheus 'is the demand the church must make,
and like those two, the rich must either repent and
distribute their wealth to the needy or be refused
enffance and fellowship.
Those who reject the kingdom call have trusted
in their riches, for they have coveted wealth and
luxury above the souls and lives of men. The accu-
mülation of unnecessary material possessions is
done to the neglect of the needy who are "always
. with us" (John L2:8). The alternative to trusting in
riches is to distribute them to the poor. In so
doing, one lays up for himself true riches (Luke
18:22, 12233; 19:8,9). Paul in writing.to Timotþ
also relates abundant giving and sharing to "laying
up a good foundation" (l Timothy ó:19). Jesus
instructs his followers not to lay up treasure on
earth, but to lay up for themselves these treasures
in heaven (Matthew 6.19,2O). Those who decide to
keep his abundant material trusts for their own
selfish use are the objects of eternal woe (Luke
L6 L9-25) while those who give them for the allevi-
ation of human suffering receive God's blessing and
salvation (Luke 19:8,9)-
Jesus' teaching to "sell all and distribute unto
the poor" is considered by many to b.e an ideal,
unattainable or unworkable in real life (socially
constructed). The choice for us is whether to fol-
low the divine construction of reality viewed by
society to be radical, unrealistic, and impractical or
to be socially constructed individuals whose life
styles are mere recordings and playbacks of socially
flmN
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acceptable forms and attitudes.

Y'
Although some are both, the books
chosen for this essay are not neces-
sarily the newest or b'est for and about
women and the feminist movement.
They were selected to represent either
a rèligious, secular or militant view of
women in contemporary society. Even
though the materials of each book are
vastly different, a thread of theme is
common to all: \ilomen must be aware
of themselves as whole persons and
realîze the options available as choices
and decisions for living are måde. Read
for information and education, they
are enlightening and create a greater
¿wareness and broader understanding
of tñe thoughts and feelings of Ameri
can women today.
Feminine Mystique, a famous best
seller by Betty Freidan, apparently
þnited the contemporary feminist
movement. The "feminine myltique"
is the illusion that all ¿ woman needs
to be perfectly happy and fulfilled is a
husband, a nice home, and babies.
Television, advertising, magazine stor-
ies, f'reud, Margaret Mead, and some
educators are 
.a few of the influences
contributing to this widespread but
unvoiced feeling uncovered by Ms.
Freidan. An example of the kind of
thinking opposed by the author (au-
thoress?) comes from a "sex-directed
educator": "Wom€n should be edu-
cated so that they can argue with their
husbands. Let us stop altogether pro-
fessional training for women . . . All
u¡omen must be educated to be house-
wives" (p. 152),
Freidan calls for each woman to
find her own identity-not to forsake
husband and children, but to enrich all
of her relationships by recognizing
'herself as a human being with much to
give in other areas of life as well ¿s in
the home, 
.for "marriage and mother-
hood are an essential part of life, but
not the whole of it" (p. 3ó2). Her aim
sirnply is to influence home-centered
women to look to the future and
expand their roles, and to challenge all
womçn to confront their lives honestly
MAY, 1975
',Sye-it,l:
ttd;'etrs, l^deiotè$i';''
' lifé . ?!$i: inténr,óJ'ln; . .
expecting to contribute to the world interviews. Married women discuss
and, at the same time, become better their joys, sorrows, and frustrations;
equipped as wife, mother, or profes- militant women's "libbêrs" release
sional. The author firmly believes that their anger and bitternesi; divorcees
"women can ¿ffect society as well as . tell "how it happene{"; single women
be affected by it; that in the end, a relate problems of all dimensions; and
woman, Í$ a man, has the power to each in her own uniqueness becorries
choose, and to make her own heaven that different woman.
or hell" (p. 10). While such obvious ' The author finds the time a "water-
truths are characteristic of the book, 
..,. 
'shed" in her own life. lVith her
absent'is the emphasis, from a Chris i; !'Ínother's death, she feels the 9nd of
tian perspectill,;o1 th¡.{ïp_î_f.8ßiiiðhitllgod;,y'i\ :l-. d:?:!_,?t.!!:mitment needed b¡l, h¡lshanfðl'i:..'*f.ldt." rmagaiine, she is jobless. Simply stated,
wives to each'othcr.æ1d'thgiq;411ffi 
'.1her worries include mixing honesty
conbidered':en irllþd tút.':&#,ff$i;,'r.with charity and avoiding the polesof
the currentìlit€rånlré,üST8 fläffii1i,;glibness and self-pity. The book con-
according''1ìit'.Ivaar ;126d:ìffi¿jffi"åi*i, ãludes with a conveisation she would
"dignifled, 
..."niÆþ#ç;.ã*fr9{,, '1,þave should her mother return. "we
funny,"'tðl|i$!'.1'ß'ç1gm:#3þt$,*jih",irilro,rl¿ talk about how things. really
nee¿ to, &.ùòw :çþ.qiü'tíffi.¡lË.fË.+ltl,ê,1li.lilË'tÌ i'w,pre, how we really felt, and what we
going;'.."",;lt,;Þ,,ff[9þüj¡¡'fl4-qti'4.i:þt1,'''fcally were afriad of. And, while we
i¡.ltl, I .were at it, we would laugh" (P. 3s4).
rüó"r: $his, essentially, is what she accom-
Aiji t.' þt¡ttt"s with the women of the book.
o?å.j;1,;.l ' Edited by Robin Morgan, Sisúer-
ll$éni È,lié1,äùch6it-'nfë'äig'i t móv_bn,:' :bO.Qd is Powerful is the first compre-
tÍith ¡¡ten'ièl* ¿f woni¿;i'tt¡ioughotltl. hþrtsive collection of writings from the
,¡hel Unitedr Srar€ç. Her involvemenÉ ïVôhen's Liberation Movement. lt in'
with thä 
':womenk lib" mouemént is clt¡dès essayi, poetry' and historical
obviousl 'she is a believer, has pafif- documents of the various groups. With
p4ted !n its activities, has friends in over fifty writers, all women, a very
vâ!i,o1rs mgvèment gfoups, yet makes wide range of problems are considered
heí real 'rwäves" th-rough här writing. and as wide a spectrum of solutions
, Mariy of the interviews came from and suggestions. The central feeling '
chance meetings. while others were from the combined authors is rebellion
carefully sought out and planned. to the "use and abuse" of the "51%
Whether it was Tildy, mother of six minority" by the institutions of our
and second largest woman in Atkins, society-marriage, church, media, pro-
West Virginia, or Janet Bonnema, sin- fessions, and industry, to name a few.
glc thirty-four yerr old engineering Abonion, birth control, sex, minority
technician in Georgetown, Colorado, groups, prostitution, homosexuality,
whose primary goal was to be able to and the aged are some of the topics
enter the forbidden-to-women Straight that are covered. tn addition to the
Creek Tunnel, a project of her em- writings are the manifestos and leaflets
ployer, the Colorado Department of of the major women's lib groups,
Highways, Jane Hoívard manages to providing basic, information on the
really hear what is being said. principles avowed by each one and
The appeal of the book lies in this their views of'the movement' Whil€
ability to record very simply, with this book is overtly militant in its aim,
little comment, the hean of each it does offer possibly the best persPec'
woman who tells her story. The real tive of the most rãdical minds'
impact comes in these little stories, the Gladys Hunt, author of. Ms. Meens
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THE TRAGIC LOSS
OF PERSONALISM
Ggrporatc worship is (or should
be) the honest attempt that be-
lievers make to reach out to
touch Jesus Christ, to touch their
brothers and sisters in the family
of God, and to prepare to touch
thc world a¡ound them in a
meaningful and redemptive way.'
All too often it iç a ritual þer-
formed for h¿bit's sake or a
mecting together to observe legal
rçquirements so the demands of
religion can be met.
tñthen this happens the-re is not
only a misunderstanding of wor-
ship, but a tragic loss of per-
sonalism in the church. We live
bur lives in devotlon to a system
that fails to take ourselves or our
qeighbors very.seriously. Faith is
an abstraction from reality. Bibli-
c¿l ¿ffirmations become empty
words. Belief becomes a matßer
of .cognition and not experience
(and er¡eryone who has attgnded
¿ lcctureship or read any of the
plcthora of brotherhood journals
knows that the new dirty word
in the church is "subjective ex-
perience"). It is painful to sêe
those chosen to "feed the mon-
ster" (the church at large) put-
ting on what appears to be a
sustained effort to eliminate even
further ¿ny personalism in the
community of faith. The goal of
this progtam can only be to
produce "look-alike, think-alike"
Christians, a mass-movement of
people easy to be controlled and
more akin. to cattle in a box car
than to sheep following a shep-
herd. Perhaps it is bec¿use the
shepherd hes been replaced by
the systcm, 'and individual pil-
MAY. t975
grim Christians in community for
mass movement management
that we have opted for the box-
car mentality. More time is spent
by preacþers, elders and editors
building boxcars than finding the
green pastures and still w¿ters
that can refresh the soul.
Men and women ín the uni-
queness of their hopes and
dreams, hurts and pains, are lost
in the maze of orthodoxy, reli-
gious mind games, and church
programs. We forget that men
and ùomen were made before
the law or the church. Passion
and blood are sappéd from the
life of faith and we are no longer
persons nor do we see persons.
Dostoevsky, in his novel, has
Fydor Karamazov say jeeringly,
"Here in this hermitage there are
25 saints being saved. They look
at each óther and eat cabbages.r'
All I can say to ltou in light of
this is to resist such attempts, to
get in touch with your'own
personhoqd and the personhood
of others and to pôint you again
to the Jesus of the gospels.
The thrust of the gospel is that
Jesus saw and cornmuned with
persons. The multitude'was never
too great for him to see ¿nd
touch the individual life.
Whether it was the one sheep out
of one hundred, a despised tax
collector or an unclean, diseased
and socially outcast woman,
Jesus was there, reaching out,
touching, healing. The emphasis
on touching is clear in the gos-
pels (cf. Mark 3:7-lO; 5t24-34;
6:53-56; 8:22'26; 10:13-1ó).
People were constantly coming
to him, intent only on touching
him that their lives might be
healed: And he was constantly
reaching out to touch them, to
hold them in his arms, that they
might see the direction of their
lives more clearly. It is not
strange to me that this sense of
touching carried over into the
early .church, and the holy kiss
became the common greeting.
But not so today. Don't
touch, don't get close, don't
really open up in worship and
life to each other. The f.ear of.
feeling, of honesty, of suffering,
of celebration, of . our .sexuality,
the concern with respectability,
the bloedless emotions, drive us
to pitiful masquerades. The per-
sonal element is lost, surface
existence is canonized, and we
become spectatofs rather than
participants in the messianic bah-
quet. It is no wonder we too
often go away hungry and won-
der why.
Not only did Jesus see peç-
sons, touching and transforming
their lives, but he opposed all
systems which did not make
room for persons. His contem-
poraries were goòd,'like we are,
tt seeing theological problems,
religious laws and traditions and
social pressures. But too often
they, like we, are blind to the
pprson and his need (cf. John 9).
And so he says, "The sabbath
was made for man, not man for
the sabbath" (Mark 2:27\.
Martin Buber tells the story of
a troubled student coming to his
office one night with a heavy
problem. But he was too preoc-
cupied, too busy, though he
"saw" the student, tô really lis-
ten, to touch his life, to hold him
in his psychic arms. Later .that
Continued on page 24
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sages. Hcrmeneutics, the study of the
principles of interpretation, is dis-
cusscd as e must for the serious Biblc
student. The context, circumstances
under which'biblical records were writ-
tcni the meaning for them, and the
application to our lifc today are all
necess¡¡ry considerations for studying
and understanding scripture. "For too
long, proof t€xts from the Bible have
been hurled at women 'to keep them
in their place' " (p. 19).
Discussed at length is thc creation
story with thc explanation th¿t in
man's disobedience, God spoke "not
in wrath, but in gentle reproof." Quot-
ing from Helmut Thielicke's Tbe Etb-
ícs of Sex, they stite th¿t "Men's rule
over rvomsn is not an imperative order
of creation but rather the element of
disorder thät disturbs the original
peace of creation" (p. 35).
Jesus' relationship with women in
the New Test¿ment is examined. They
find that his treatment of them reaf-
firms the cquality he attributed to all
people. ln a society where women
werc treated as inferior, "he simply
'treated $¡om€n as human beings"
(p. 5a).
Since many believe I Corinthians
t4234 and 2 Timothy 2:lt-12 are the
only places where direct advice is given
to womcn, the writers assert that thesc
tcxts are only one small part of a
much larger picture.
Given the social role of women
in the first centltry world, Chris-
tian women $rere extraordinarily
active. We have seen how Jesus
throughout his ministry ac-
cepted women fully. . . Al-
though thc apostles had great
difficulty understanding, let
alone initi¿ting, Christ's artirude,
women continued to play a wide
role in thc early church (p. óO).
Practical applications of the biblical
view of women ere made in th€ latter
24 U4
part of the book, with special em-
phasis on the implications of Women's
liberation for the church. Viewing
changes that they feel inevitable, they
point out that "God has daughters as
well 
.¿s sons; Christ has sisters as wcll
as brothers. It is time for the church to
recognize this-and to act upon it.
That's rùhat Christien woman's libera-
tion is ¿ll about" (p.2O9).
Since one of the authors is single,
the keen perception in the chapter
dcvoted to the single women offers a
new depth of understanding; Various
reasons for remaining single, options a
single woman has, texual drives, and
touch and affirmation needs of the
single woman ere discussed with first.
hand honesty. Feeling there is reason
to believe the single woman should be
described in ¿ ncw light, they write:
A single woman is, after all, not
a breed apart, but simply an-
other member of the family of
God, a human being with all the
gifts and needs of other human
beings. She asks no more than
WHAT & SO WHAT Continued
night the student committed sui-
cide. It was this experience th¿t
edged the brilliant Jewish mystic
closer to his understanding of the
primacy of the "Irlhou" rela-
tionship.
I wonder how many we have
driven to a kind of spiritual
suicide, a "soul-death," not to
mention the taking of their life,
by a failure to see persons, to
really touch lives, by the promo-
tion of the tragic loss of person-
alism? When will we ever learn
from the incarnation that it is
impossible to love from a dis-
tance? When will we evef learn
from the ministry of Jesus the
importance of persons? 
VLH
any other person, and she stands
. ready to give all that a person is
capable of giving (p. 168).
Believing wom€n's liberation to be
an effirmation of personhood, Hard-
esty and Scanzoni then see that the
liberated Christian $¡oman is "free to
know henelf, be herself, and develop
herself in her own special way, cre-
atively using to the full her intellect
and talents. It is the hope of waking
more Christian women to the possi-
bility of such a life that this book has
becn wrinen" (p. 12). 
JUD' 
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1975 offwith.
To William H. Davis I want to
say 'rAmen, Right 0n, and Keep
on Truckin'." The intellectual
satisfaction Ìye get from the nim-
ble-footed rhetoric of pen or
pulpit pales in comparison to the
fqll depth and richness of the
straightforward truths God has
to offer. The question is, then,
are we going to seize these truths
through faith and wage war on
Satan or join the tongue cluckers
on the sidelines?
LESLIE ALLDREDGE
New York, New York
Freshwinds...
Having had opportunity to read
Mission on two occasions-the
interviews with Hans Kùng and
Dr. Beach-I'm impressed with
the quality and willingness of
Mksion to explore new areas or
Lt least let fresh winds blow
through and over some rather
arid areas of former years.
ALAN SMITH
Charlottetown
Prince Edward Island, Canad¿
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